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Please see Section IX. for Additional Information: 

COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE - Substantial Changes 

 

I. Summary: 

CS/SB 404 creates s. 390.01117, F.S., to prohibit a physician from performing an abortion on a 

minor unless the physician has been presented with consent from the minor’s mother, father, or 

legal guardian. This requirement does not apply if the abortion is performed during a medical 

emergency where there was insufficient time to obtain consent. Additionally, the minor may 

petition the circuit court in the area where the minor resides to allow the abortion to proceed 

without obtaining consent. The court must issue an order authorizing the minor to obtain an 

abortion without consent if specified criteria are met. 

 

The bill provides additional reporting requirements for a physician who has performed an 

abortion on a minor. The bill also establishes criminal penalties for a physician who knowingly 

or recklessly performs an abortion on a minor without parental consent and for any person who 

provides consent who is not authorized to do so. The bill specifies that failing to obtain consent 

is prima facie evidence of interference with family relations in an appropriate civil action. 

 

The bill provides that the provisions of the bill may not be construed to create or recognize a 

right to abortion, to be construed as to limit the common law rights of parents or guardians, and 

that the Legislature does not intend to make lawful an abortion that is currently unlawful. The 

bill also provides that any provision of the bill held to be invalid or unenforceable must be 

construed so as to give it the maximum effect permitted by law and, if the provision is held to be 

entirely invalid or unenforceable, the provision is deemed severable from the remainder of the 

REVISED:         
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bill and may still apply to other persons in dissimilar situations or circumstances from the 

circumstances for which the provisions was ruled invalid or unenforceable. 

 

The bill provides an effective date of July 1, 2020. 

II. Present Situation: 

Abortion in Florida 

Under Florida law, abortion is defined as the termination of a human pregnancy with an intention 

other than to produce a live birth or remove a dead fetus.1 The termination of a pregnancy must 

be performed by a physician2 licensed under ch. 458, F.S., or ch. 459, F.S., or a physician 

practicing medicine or osteopathic medicine in the employment of the United States.3 

 

The termination of a pregnancy may not be performed in the third trimester or if a physician 

determines that the fetus has achieved viability unless there is a medical necessity. Florida law 

defines the third trimester to mean the weeks of pregnancy after the 24th week and defines 

viability to mean the state of fetal development when the life of a fetus is sustainable outside the 

womb through standard medical measures.4 Specifically, an abortion may not be performed after 

viability or within the third trimester unless two physicians certify in writing that, in reasonable 

medical judgment, the termination of the pregnancy is necessary to save the pregnant woman’s 

life or avert a serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily 

function of the pregnant woman, other than a psychological condition. If a second physician is 

not available, one physician may certify in writing to the medical necessity for legitimate 

emergency medical procedures for the termination of the pregnancy.5 

 

Sections 390.0111(4) and 390.01112(3), F.S., provide that if a termination of pregnancy is 

performed during the third trimester or during viability, the physician who performs or induces 

the termination of pregnancy must use that degree of professional skill, care, and diligence to 

preserve the life and health of the fetus, which the physician would be required to exercise in 

order to preserve the life and health of any fetus intended to be born and not aborted. However, 

the woman’s life and health constitute an overriding and superior consideration to the concern 

for the life and health of the fetus when the concerns are in conflict. This termination of a 

pregnancy must be performed in a hospital.6 

 

Case Law on Abortion 

Federal Case Law 

In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court issued the landmark Roe v. Wade decision.7 Using the strict 

scrutiny standard, the Court determined that a woman’s right to terminate a pregnancy is 

                                                 
1 Section 390.011(1), F.S. 
2 Section 390.0111(2), F.S. 
3 Section 390.011(8), F.S. 
4 Sections 390.011(11) and (12), F.S. 
5 Sections 390.0111(1) and 390.01112(1), F.S. 
6 Section 797.03(3), F.S. 
7 410 U.S. 113 (1973). 
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protected by a fundamental right to privacy guaranteed under the Due Process Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.8 Further, the Court reasoned that state 

regulations limiting the exercise of this right must be justified by a compelling state interest and 

must be narrowly drawn.9 

 

In 1992, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on the constitutionality of a Pennsylvania statute 

involving a 24-hour waiting period between the provision of information to a woman and the 

performance of an abortion. In that decision, Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania 

v. Casey,10 the Court upheld the statute and relaxed the standard of review in abortion cases 

involving adult women from “strict scrutiny” to “unduly burdensome.” An undue burden exists 

and makes a statute invalid if the statute’s purpose or effect is to place a substantial obstacle in 

the way of a woman seeking an abortion before the fetus is viable.11  

 

The Court held that the undue burden standard is an appropriate means of reconciling a state’s 

interest in human life with the woman’s constitutionally protected liberty to decide whether to 

terminate a pregnancy. The Court determined that, prior to fetal viability, a woman has the right 

to an abortion without being unduly burdened by government interference. Before viability, a 

state’s interests are not strong enough to support prohibiting an abortion or the imposition of a 

substantial obstacle to the woman’s right to elect the procedure.12 However, once viability 

occurs, a state has the power to restrict abortions if the law contains exceptions for pregnancies 

that endanger a woman’s life or health. 

 

Case Law on Parental Consent Laws 

Federal Case Law 

Both the U.S. Supreme Court and the Florida Supreme Court have addressed parental consent 

laws with varying conclusions. In Bellotti v. Baird13 the U.S. Supreme Court found that: 

 

States validly may limit the freedom of children to choose for themselves in the 

making of important, affirmative choices with potentially serious consequences. 

[With these limitations on freedom] grounded in the recognition that, during the 

formative years of childhood and adolescence, minors often lack the experience, 

perspective, and judgment to recognize and avoid choices that could be 

detrimental to them. 

 

Further, the Court, in finding the particular statute under review unconstitutional, but providing a 

path for parental consent laws to be constitutional, found that: 

 

If the state decides to require a pregnant minor to obtain one or both parents’ 

consent to an abortion, it must provide an alternative procedure whereby 

authorization for the abortion can be obtained; pregnant minor is entitled in such a 

                                                 
8 Id. 
9 Id. 
10 505 U.S. 833 (1992). 
11 Id. at 878. 
12 Id. at 846. 
13 443 U.S. 622 (1979) 
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proceeding to show either that she is mature and well enough informed to make 

her abortion decision in consultation with her physician independently of her 

parents’ wishes or that, even if she is not able to make the decision independently 

the abortion would be in her best interests; proceeding in which such a showing is 

made must assure that resolution of the issue and any appeals will be completed 

with anonymity and sufficient expedition to provide an effective opportunity for 

an abortion to be obtained. 

 

Florida Case Law 

However, the Florida Supreme Court has come to a differing decision based exclusively on the 

privacy rights guaranteed by article I, section 23 of the Florida Constitution. 

 

In In re T.W. the Florida Supreme Court invalidated a parental consent law passed in 198814 by 

finding that, “… the state’s interests in protecting minors and in preserving family unity are 

worthy objectives. Unlike the federal Constitution, however, which allows intrusion based on a 

‘significant’ state interest, the Florida Constitution requires a ‘compelling’ state interest in all 

cases where the right to privacy is implicated”15 and the state “does not recognize [the interests 

of protecting minors and preserving the family unit] as being sufficiently compelling to justify a 

parental consent requirement where procedures other than abortion are concerned.”16  

 

To demonstrate this point, the Florida Supreme Court cited s. 743.065, F.S. The Court stated: 

 

Under this statute, a minor may consent, without parental approval, to any 

medical procedure involving her pregnancy or her existing child—no matter how 

dire the possible consequences—except abortion. Under In re Guardianship of 

Barry, 445 So.2d 365 (Fla. 2d DCA 1984) (parents permitted to authorize removal 

of life support system from infant in permanent coma), this could include 

authority in certain circumstances to order life support discontinued for a 

comatose child. In light of this wide authority that the state grants an unwed 

minor to make life-or-death decisions concerning herself or an existing child 

without parental consent, we are unable to discern a special compelling interest on 

the part of the state under Florida law in protecting the minor only where abortion 

is concerned. We fail to see the qualitative difference in terms of impact on the 

well-being of the minor between allowing the life of an existing child to come to 

an end and terminating a pregnancy, or between undergoing a highly dangerous 

medical procedure on oneself and undergoing a far less dangerous procedure to 

end one's pregnancy. If any qualitative difference exists, it certainly is insufficient 

in terms of state interest.17 

 

The Florida Supreme Court also found that the parental consent statute was not the least intrusive 

means of furthering the state interest since, “although the instant statute does provide for a 

                                                 
14 Section 390.001(4), F.S., (1988) 
15 In re T.W., 551 So. 2d 1186, 1195 (Fla. 1989) 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
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judicial bypass procedure, it makes no provision for a lawyer for the minor or for a record 

hearing.”18 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

CS/SB 404 creates s. 390.01117, F.S., entitled the Parental Consent for Abortion Act. The bill 

prohibits a physician from performing an abortion on a minor, defined as an unemancipated 

person under the age of 18, unless the physician has been presented with consent. The bill 

defines “consent” as a notarized written statement signed by the minor and either her mother, her 

father, or her legal guardian declaring that the minor is pregnant, intends to seek an abortion, and 

that her mother, father, or legal guardian, as applicable, consents to the abortion because the 

abortion is in the best interest of the minor. 

 

The bill provides exceptions to this requirement if: 

 The physician performing the abortion certifies in the minor’s medical record that a medical 

emergency19 existed and there was insufficient time to obtain consent; or  

 The consent requirement has been judicially waived. 

 

Judicial Waiver of Consent 

To obtain a judicial waiver of consent, a minor may petition any circuit court in the area where 

she resides and may participate in the proceedings on her own behalf. The petition must include 

a statement that the minor is pregnant and is unemancipated,20 that consent from a parent or the 

legal guardian of the minor has not been obtained, and that the minor wishes to obtain an 

abortion without first obtaining consent. 

 

The court must advise the minor that she has a right to court-appointed counsel and must provide 

her with counsel upon her request. A county is not required to pay the salaries, costs, or expenses 

of any counsel appointed by the court. The court also may appoint a guardian ad litem for the 

minor who must maintain the confidentiality of the minor’s identity. The court may not charge 

filing fees or court costs for a petition under the bill at either the trial or appellate level. 

 

The bill requires all court proceedings for such a petition to be confidential and to ensure the 

anonymity of the minor. The proceedings must be sealed and the minor may file her petition 

using a pseudonym or only her initials. All documents related to the petition are confidential and 

may not be made available to the public. Additionally, all hearings, including appeals, under the 

bill must remain confidential and closed to the public as provided by court rule. 

 

The bill also declares that such petitions must be given precedence over other matters before the 

court and establishes accelerated timelines for such petitions as follows: 

                                                 
18 Id. at 1196. 
19 A “medical emergency” is defined in s. 390.01114(2)(d), F.S., as a condition that, on the basis of a physician’s good faith 

clinical judgment, so complicates the medical condition of a pregnant woman as to necessitate the immediate termination of 

her pregnancy to avert her death, or for which a delay in the termination of her pregnancy will create serious risk of 

substantial and irreversible impairment of a major bodily function. 
20 A circuit court has jurisdiction to emancipate a minor residing in this state upon the filing of a petition under conditions 

and criteria found in ch. 743, F.S. An emancipated minor may be authorized by the court to perform all acts that the minor 

could perform if he or she were 18 years of age. 
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 The circuit court must rule and issue written findings of fact and conclusions of law within 3 

business days after the petition is filed, except that the timeline may be extended at the 

request of the minor. 

 If the court fails to rule within 3 days, the minor may petition for a hearing to the chief judge 

who must ensure the hearing is held within 48 hours and that an order is entered within 

24 hours after the hearing. 

 If the waiver is not granted, the minor may appeal and the appellate court must rule within 

7 days after receipt of the appeal or remand the ruling to the circuit court. 

 If remanded, the circuit court must rule within 3 days of the remand. 

 The Florida Supreme Court may provide for an expedited appeal in rule for any minor to 

whom the circuit court denies a waiver. An order authorizing a waiver is not subject to 

appeal. 

 

The court must issue an order waiving the consent requirement if the court finds, by clear and 

convincing evidence, that the minor is sufficiently mature to decide whether to terminate her 

pregnancy. In making such a decision, the court may consider whether there may be any undue 

influence over the minor’s decision by another, as well as the minor’s: 

 Age. 

 Overall intelligence. 

 Emotional development and stability. 

 Credibility and demeanor as a witness. 

 Ability to accept responsibility. 

 Ability to assess both the immediate and long-range consequences of her choices. 

 Ability to understand and explain the medical risks of terminating her pregnancy and to apply 

that understanding to her decision. 

 

The court may also grant a waiver of the consent requirement if the court finds, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that the minor is the victim of child or sexual abuse, as defined in 

s. 390.01114, F.S., inflicted by one or both parents or the minor’s guardian, or if the court finds, 

by clear and convincing evidence, that requiring consent is not in the best interest of the minor. 

Under the bill, the best-interest standard does not include the financial best interest, financial 

considerations, or the financial impact on the minor or her family if she does not terminate the 

pregnancy. 

 

If the court finds evidence of child or sexual abuse of the minor by any person, the court must 

report the evidence of such abuse as provided in s. 39.201, F.S. 

 

A court that conducts proceedings under the bill must: 

 Provide for a written transcript of all testimony and proceedings; 

 Issue a final written order containing factual findings and legal conclusions supporting its 

decision, including factual findings and legal conclusions relating to the maturity of the 

minor; and 

 Order that a confidential record be maintained. 
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The bill also requests the Florida Supreme Court to adopt rules and forms for petitions to ensure 

that the proceedings under the bill are handled expeditiously, handled in a manner consistent 

with the bill, and protect the confidentiality of the minor’s identity and of the proceedings. 

 

Criminal and Civil Liability 

The bill establishes additional criminal and civil liability as follows: 

 Any person who willfully and intentionally, or with reckless disregard, performs an abortion 

on a minor without required consent commits a misdemeanor of the first degree. The bill 

provides that it is a defense to prosecution under the newly-created section of statute that the 

minor falsely represented her age or identity to the physician by displaying an apparently 

valid governmental record or identification such that a careful and prudent person would 

have relied on the representation. However, this defense does not apply if the physician is 

shown to have had independent knowledge of the minor’s actual age or identity or if the 

physician failed to use due diligence in determining the minor’s age or identity. 

 Any person who provides consent who is not authorized to provide consent commits a 

misdemeanor of the first degree. 

 Failure to obtain consent from a person from whom consent is required is prima facie 

evidence of failure to obtain consent and of interference with family relations in appropriate 

civil actions. Such prima facie evidence does not apply to any issue other than failure to 

obtain consent from the parent or legal guardian and interference with family relations in 

appropriate civil actions. The civil action may be based on a claim that the act was a result of 

negligence, gross negligence, wantonness, willfulness, intention, or other legal standard of 

care. Exemplary damages may be awarded in appropriate civil actions relevant to violations 

of this section. 

 

Reporting Requirements 

The bill requires a physician who has performed an abortion on a minor in the past calendar 

month to submit a monthly report to the Department of Health which must include the following 

information for each minor upon whom an abortion was performed: 

 If the abortion was performed with consent; 

 If the abortion was performed during a medical emergency that excepted the minor from the 

consent requirement, and the nature of the medical emergency; 

 If the abortion was performed with a judicial waiver of consent; 

 Her age; and 

 The number of times she has been pregnant and the number of abortions that have been 

performed on her. 

 

Construction and Severability 

The bill provides that its provisions: 

 May not be construed to create or recognize a right to abortion. 

 May not be construed to limit the common law rights of parents or legal guardians. 

 Are not intended to make lawful an abortion that is currently unlawful. 

 

Additionally, any provision of the bill held to be invalid or unenforceable by its terms, or as 

applied to any person or circumstance, must be construed so as to give it the maximum effect 
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permitted by law, unless such holding is one of utter invalidity or unenforceability, in which 

event such provision shall be deemed severable and may not affect the remainder of the bill or 

the application of such provision to other persons not similarly situated or to other, dissimilar 

circumstances. 

 

The bill provides an effective date of July 1, 2020. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

None. 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 

D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

This bill’s provisions may implicate the privacy rights established in Art. I, s. 23, of the 

Florida Constitution. For a discussion on the relevant case law, please see the “Present 

Situation” section of this analysis. 

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

None. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

CS/SB 404 may have an indeterminate fiscal on the Department of Health and on the 

State Courts System related to implementing the requirements established by the bill. 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 
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VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill creates section 390.01117 of the Florida Statutes   

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Health Policy on December 10, 2019: 

The CS defines the term “minor” as an unemancipated person younger than 18 years of 

age, whereas the underlying bill defined “minor” as a person under the age of 18 years. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to parental consent for abortion; 2 

creating s. 390.01117, F.S.; providing a short title; 3 

defining terms; prohibiting a physician from 4 

performing an abortion on a minor unless the physician 5 

has been presented with consent from the minor’s 6 

parent or guardian, as appropriate; providing an 7 

exception for a medical emergency; requiring a monthly 8 

report to be filed by certain physicians with the 9 

Department of Health on a form adopted by department 10 

rule; requiring the department to compile data 11 

collected from such forms and make it available on its 12 

website; authorizing a minor to petition any circuit 13 

court in which the minor resides for a waiver of 14 

consent required to obtain an abortion; requiring a 15 

specified statement to be included in the petition; 16 

providing for court-appointed counsel and 17 

confidentiality; requiring the court to give 18 

preference to waiver of consent proceedings and 19 

requiring a court to rule within a specified 20 

timeframe; providing for an extension of time at the 21 

request of the minor; authorizing a minor to petition 22 

for a hearing upon the expiration of the time allowed 23 

and requiring the chief judge of the circuit to ensure 24 

that a hearing is held and that an order is entered 25 

within specified timeframes; providing for appeals 26 

within a specified timeframe; requiring the court to 27 

dismiss the petition if it does not make specified 28 

findings; requiring the court to consider undue 29 
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influence on the minor’s decision and specified 30 

factors; requiring the court to report any findings of 31 

evidence of child abuse or sexual abuse of the 32 

petitioner; requiring a court to provide for a written 33 

transcript of waiver of consent proceedings and 34 

include certain findings and conclusions in its order; 35 

prohibiting filing fees or costs for a minor who 36 

petitions the court for a waiver of consent; 37 

specifying that a county is not required to pay the 38 

salaries, costs, or expenses of certain court-39 

appointed counsel; requesting the Supreme Court to 40 

adopt certain rules and forms relating to waiver of 41 

consent proceedings; providing criminal penalties and 42 

disciplinary action; providing construction and 43 

severability; providing an effective date. 44 

 45 

WHEREAS, the United States Supreme Court has consistently 46 

recognized that a state statute requiring parental consent to a 47 

minor’s abortion is constitutional if it provides a judicial 48 

alternative in which the consent is waived if the minor is 49 

mature enough to make the decision to obtain an abortion or if 50 

the abortion is in the minor’s best interest, and 51 

WHEREAS, the medical, emotional, and psychological 52 

consequences associated with having an abortion are serious and 53 

can be long lasting, particularly when a patient is immature, 54 

and 55 

WHEREAS, the status of minors under the law is unique 56 

because of their need for parental guidance and decisionmaking, 57 

and 58 
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WHEREAS, minors’ disability of nonage defaults to a legal 59 

disability to contract which only the Legislature can remove, 60 

and such legislative removals of disability of nonage are 61 

codified in chapter 743, Florida Statutes, and 62 

WHEREAS, while the laws of this state allow minors who are 63 

mothers to make life and death decisions for their children, 64 

there is a distinction between making day-to-day decisions for a 65 

child and deciding to abort a child, and 66 

WHEREAS, the only circumstance in which medical decisions 67 

for a minor are not made by the minor’s parents is when the 68 

minor is pregnant, and 69 

WHEREAS, s. 743.065, Florida Statutes, allows unwed 70 

pregnant minors to make medical decisions relating to their 71 

pregnancies and allows them to consent to the performance of 72 

medical or surgical care of services for their children, except 73 

for decisions to terminate pregnancies, and 74 

WHEREAS, the United States Supreme Court has determined 75 

that the constitutional rights of minors are not equal to the 76 

rights of adults because children are vulnerable and unable to 77 

make informed critical decisions and because of the unique role 78 

of parents in childrearing, and 79 

WHEREAS, requiring parental consent for a minor to obtain 80 

an abortion will serve the interests of this state by protecting 81 

immature minors, preserving the family unit, and guarding the 82 

fundamental right of parents to raise their children, and 83 

WHEREAS, the inclusion of provisions for a medical 84 

emergency exception to the consent requirement; the judicial 85 

waiver of consent process; the appointment of counsel for 86 

indigent minors; and procedural safeguards, including guidelines 87 
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relating to admissible evidence and a required hearing within an 88 

extendable 3-day period after the filing of a petition for a 89 

judicial waiver of consent, are necessary to further the 90 

interests of this state, but accomplish this purpose by imposing 91 

the least restrictive means, NOW, THEREFORE, 92 

 93 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 94 

 95 

Section 1. Section 390.01117, Florida Statutes, is created 96 

to read: 97 

390.01117 Parental consent for abortion.— 98 

(1) SHORT TITLE.—This section may be cited as the “Parental 99 

Consent for Abortion Act.” 100 

(2) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section, the term: 101 

(a) “Consent” means a notarized written statement signed by 102 

a minor and either her mother, her father, or her legal guardian 103 

declaring that the minor is pregnant, that she intends to seek 104 

an abortion, and that her mother, father, or legal guardian, as 105 

applicable, consents to the abortion because the abortion is in 106 

the best interest of the minor. 107 

(b) “Minor” means a person under the age of 18 years. 108 

(3) CONSENT OF ONE PARENT OR GUARDIAN REQUIRED.—A physician 109 

may not perform an abortion on a minor unless the physician has 110 

been presented with consent as defined in this section. 111 

(4) EXCEPTIONS.—Consent is not required under subsection 112 

(3) if the attending physician certifies in the minor’s medical 113 

record that a medical emergency, as defined in s. 114 

390.01114(2)(d), exists and there is insufficient time to obtain 115 

consent or if consent is waived under subsection (6). 116 
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(5) REPORTS.— 117 

(a) A physician who has performed an abortion on a minor in 118 

the past calendar month shall submit a monthly report to the 119 

department which must include the following information for each 120 

minor upon whom an abortion was performed: 121 

1. If the abortion was performed with consent; 122 

2. If the abortion was performed during a medical emergency 123 

that excepted the minor from the consent requirement, and the 124 

nature of the medical emergency; 125 

3. If the abortion was performed with a judicial waiver of 126 

consent; 127 

4. Her age; and 128 

5. The number of times she has been pregnant and the number 129 

of abortions that have been performed on her. 130 

(b) The department shall adopt by rule a form to be used 131 

for such monthly reports. Patient names may not be included on 132 

the forms. The department shall prepare an annual compilation of 133 

the data reported and make it available to the public on the 134 

department website. 135 

(6) PROCEDURE FOR JUDICIAL WAIVER OF CONSENT.— 136 

(a) A minor may petition any circuit court in which the 137 

minor resides for a waiver of the consent required to obtain an 138 

abortion and may participate in proceedings on her own behalf. 139 

The petition must include a statement that the minor is pregnant 140 

and is unemancipated, that consent from a parent or a legal 141 

guardian of the minor has not been obtained, and that the minor 142 

wishes to obtain an abortion without first obtaining consent. 143 

The circuit court shall advise the minor that she has a right to 144 

court-appointed counsel and shall provide her with counsel upon 145 
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her request. The court also may appoint a guardian ad litem for 146 

the minor. A guardian ad litem appointed under this subsection 147 

must maintain the confidentiality of the minor’s identity. 148 

(b) Court proceedings under this subsection shall be 149 

confidential and must ensure the anonymity of the minor. All 150 

court proceedings under this section shall be sealed. The minor 151 

may file her petition in the court using a pseudonym or using 152 

solely her initials. All documents related to this petition 153 

shall be confidential and may not be made available to the 154 

public. These proceedings shall be given precedence over other 155 

pending matters to the extent necessary to ensure that the court 156 

reaches a decision promptly. The court shall rule, and issue 157 

written findings of fact and conclusions of law, within 3 158 

business days after the petition is filed, except that the 3-159 

business-day limitation may be extended at the request of the 160 

minor. 161 

1. If the court fails to rule within the 3-business-day 162 

period and an extension has not been requested, the minor may 163 

immediately petition for a hearing upon the expiration of the 3-164 

business-day period to the chief judge of the circuit, who must 165 

ensure that a hearing is held within 48 hours after receipt of 166 

the minor’s petition and that an order is entered within 24 167 

hours after the hearing. 168 

2. If the circuit court does not grant a judicial waiver of 169 

consent, the minor has the right to an appeal. An appellate 170 

court must rule within 7 days after receipt of the appeal, but a 171 

ruling may be remanded with further instruction, in which case a 172 

ruling must be made within 3 business days after the remand. The 173 

reason for overturning a ruling on appeal must be based on abuse 174 
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of discretion by the court and may not be based on the weight of 175 

the evidence presented to the circuit court, since the 176 

proceeding is a nonadversarial proceeding. 177 

(c) If the court finds, by clear and convincing evidence, 178 

that the minor is sufficiently mature to decide whether to 179 

terminate her pregnancy, the court shall issue an order 180 

authorizing the minor to obtain an abortion without the consent 181 

of a parent or guardian. If the court does not make the finding 182 

specified in this paragraph or paragraph (d), it must dismiss 183 

the petition. The court shall consider whether there may be any 184 

undue influence by another on the minor’s decision to have an 185 

abortion and all of the following factors concerning the minor: 186 

1. Age. 187 

2. Overall intelligence. 188 

3. Emotional development and stability. 189 

4. Credibility and demeanor as a witness. 190 

5. Ability to accept responsibility. 191 

6. Ability to assess both the immediate and long-range 192 

consequences of her choices. 193 

7. Ability to understand and explain the medical risks of 194 

terminating her pregnancy and to apply that understanding to her 195 

decision. 196 

(d) If the court finds, by a preponderance of the evidence, 197 

that the petitioner is the victim of child abuse or sexual 198 

abuse, as those terms are defined in s. 390.01114(2), inflicted 199 

by one or both of her parents or her guardian, or finds, by 200 

clear and convincing evidence, that requiring the consent of a 201 

parent or guardian is not in the best interest of the 202 

petitioner, the court shall issue an order authorizing the minor 203 
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to obtain an abortion without the consent of a parent or 204 

guardian. The best-interest standard does not include financial 205 

best interest or financial considerations or the potential 206 

financial impact on the minor or her family if she does not 207 

terminate the pregnancy. If the court finds evidence of child 208 

abuse or sexual abuse of the petitioner by any person, the court 209 

shall report the evidence of child abuse or sexual abuse of the 210 

petitioner, as provided in s. 39.201. If the court does not make 211 

the finding specified in this paragraph or paragraph (c), it 212 

must dismiss the petition. 213 

(e) A court that conducts proceedings under this section 214 

shall: 215 

1. Provide for a written transcript of all testimony and 216 

proceedings; 217 

2. Issue a final written order containing factual findings 218 

and legal conclusions supporting its decision, including factual 219 

findings and legal conclusions relating to the maturity of the 220 

minor as provided under paragraph (c); and 221 

3. Order that a confidential record be maintained. 222 

(f) All hearings under this section, including appeals, 223 

shall remain confidential and closed to the public, as provided 224 

by court rule. 225 

(g) An expedited appeal shall be made available, as the 226 

Supreme Court provides by rule, to any minor to whom the circuit 227 

court denies a waiver of consent. An order authorizing an 228 

abortion without consent is not subject to appeal. 229 

(h) Filing fees or court costs may not be required of any 230 

minor who petitions a court for a waiver of consent under this 231 

subsection at either the trial or the appellate level. 232 
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(i) A county is not required to pay the salaries, costs, or 233 

expenses of any counsel appointed by the court under this 234 

subsection. 235 

(7) RULEMAKING.—The Supreme Court is requested to adopt 236 

rules and forms for petitions to ensure that proceedings under 237 

subsection (6) are handled expeditiously and in a manner 238 

consistent with this section. The Supreme Court is also 239 

requested to adopt rules to ensure that the hearings protect the 240 

confidentiality of the minor’s identity and the confidentiality 241 

of the proceedings. 242 

(8) CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CIVIL REMEDIES.— 243 

(a) Any person who willfully and intentionally performs an 244 

abortion with knowledge that, or with reckless disregard as to 245 

whether, the minor upon whom the abortion is to be performed is 246 

unemancipated without obtaining the required consent commits a 247 

misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 248 

775.082 or s. 775.083. It is a defense to prosecution under this 249 

section that the minor falsely represented her age or identity 250 

to the physician to be at least 18 years of age by displaying an 251 

apparently valid governmental record of identification such that 252 

a careful and prudent person under similar circumstances would 253 

have relied on the representation. The defense does not apply if 254 

the physician is shown to have had independent knowledge of the 255 

minor’s actual age or identity or failed to use due diligence in 256 

determining her age or identity. 257 

(b) Any person not authorized to provide consent under this 258 

section who provides consent commits a misdemeanor of the first 259 

degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. 260 

(c) Failure to obtain consent from a person from whom 261 
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consent is required under this section is prima facie evidence 262 

of failure to obtain consent and of interference with family 263 

relations in appropriate civil actions. Such prima facie 264 

evidence does not apply to any issue other than failure to 265 

obtain consent from the parent or legal guardian and 266 

interference with family relations in appropriate civil actions. 267 

The civil action may be based on a claim that the act was a 268 

result of negligence, gross negligence, wantonness, willfulness, 269 

intention, or other legal standard of care. Exemplary damages 270 

may be awarded in appropriate civil actions relevant to 271 

violations of this section. 272 

(d) Failure to comply with the requirements of this section 273 

constitutes grounds for disciplinary action under each 274 

respective practice act and under s. 456.072. 275 

(9) CONSTRUCTION.— 276 

(a) This section may not be construed to create or 277 

recognize a right to abortion. 278 

(b) This section may not be construed to limit the common 279 

law rights of parents or legal guardians. 280 

(c) By enacting this section, the Legislature does not 281 

intend to make lawful an abortion that is currently unlawful. 282 

(10) SEVERABILITY.—Any provision of this section held to be 283 

invalid or unenforceable by its terms, or as applied to any 284 

person or circumstance, shall be construed so as to give it the 285 

maximum effect permitted by law, unless such holding is one of 286 

utter invalidity or unenforceability, in which event such 287 

provision shall be deemed severable and may not affect the 288 

remainder hereof or the application of such provision to other 289 

persons not similarly situated or to other, dissimilar 290 
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circumstances. 291 

Section 2. This act shall take effect July 1, 2020. 292 
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meeting. T ose w o do speak may be as ed to limit   at this

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Representing
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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aty State

Speaking:  For | [Against | | Information
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(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

i 11 on
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)
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Representing
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Name
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Street
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Representing / ZfP Z  
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting
S-001 (10/14/14)
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Name f 11

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

City State
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Email
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Zip
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(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair I I Yes I I No , , i . . ,
i/i/Ai 7 '4-' o     obbyist registered with Legislature- \y \   
While it is a Senate tradition to enm mno nnhi;  ®   L IY©S | (No
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
State

Speaking:   For | [Against 1 [Information
Zip

Waive Speaking: O In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing    

Appearing at request of Chair: Oves UNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: C Yes C no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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State 1
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Zip
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
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Speaking: lSfoi-  faainst Information

Representing
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Appearing at request of Chair:   es   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes   No

meeting. Those w o do

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)
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Waive Speaking: Ll In Support I I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Dves G«o Lobbyist registered with Legislature: DYes f 
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Zip
Email
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Representing / o  t
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.

Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   YesJ j No

S-001 (10/14/14)
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C ty State
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For   Against | | Information
Zip
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Representing

Waive Speaking: d] In Support | I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: [ Yes   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes   No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)
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Bill Number (if applicable)
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Speaking:  For LjAgainst   Information

Representing  ,,

Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes 0No Lobbyist registered with Legisla Dves  No

meeting. Those w o do speak at this

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Waive Speaking: 0ln Support [ Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)
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Speaking: [ .For DAgainst  information

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes   No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Representing
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In Support LZ]Against
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This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Job Title
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Speaking:
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Representing /fT %  
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(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Dves  no J Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Dves 0 o

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Bill Number (if applicable)
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Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
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Job Title

Address &r
Street

TTila c'isjp 

Phone
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City

-7 0 7 T2_
State

Speaking: [ ] For | | Against | | Information

Representing C h r h hi I  11 \j C  j
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Zip
Email iZw\irai;p   )   l/ YO:  )

Waive Speaking: HH In Support | I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

ion

Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: |  | Yes | s/\ No

,imemaY notPermit "Ming to speak to be beard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remar s so that as many persons as possible can be heart

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14 
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Meeting Date
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Name

Bill Number (if applicable)
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%)! CA~. i f') f

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
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Vi
Street

City State

Phone

Email
\f!

Speaking:   For   Against   Information

Representing / f ; ¦ j

Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support  Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Oves  ~]no Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Oves  no
miie It is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. These who do speak may be aske  to limit their remarks so thet as many persons as

S-001 (10/14/14)
This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
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Meeting tjate
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Street  
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Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
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Email
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(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes f  o
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do s eak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Bill Number (if applicable)
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Phone

Email
State
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Speaking: L J For | (Against I [information

Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support (Z gainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: 0 Yes 0 No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s_001 (10/14/14)
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W For   a,,™,  Information

Zip
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Waive Speaking: 0 In Support [ Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)
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Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes 0 No

This form is part of the public record for this meetinq
S-001 (10/14/14)
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Street
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State

Speaking: S)l 3 For I I Against | | Information
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Waive Speaking:  hv Jjn Support I 1 Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing rk S    l/ f  l/ Vyn

Appearing at request of Chair: r\]Tes   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes | lo

Whiie it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. nri i /AriiA a ia a\
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) SB

Bill Number (if applicable)
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Speaking: 0 For 1 [Against 1 [information Waive Speaking: [ ] In Support I I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing r T .V.  ( OcL. {( - u rvl

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic  
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Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 5 (Of
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City State

Speaking: [ fFor | [Against | | Information

Phone

Email Uord yb>( a) o
Zip C  o

Waive Speaking: 0 1 n Support |  Against

Representing

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: | [Yes Qno Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes [ ] No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Phone tlZ -

Email
State

Speaking: For | (Against 1 1 Information
Zip

Representing Pr

Waive Speaking: C ln Support f I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes /No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: [I]Yes [7 No

Wtvle it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.   ... .. ni.
* S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date
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Name
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Phone

Email
State

Speaking: ©For C  Against I I Information
Zip

b   f f i di 1  

Waive Speaking: In Support  Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: C  Yes  C No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  Yes  d No

WMe it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s 001 (1 m 4/1
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Email

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
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City

Speaking: For Against

Zip

Information

Representing (P"
Waive Speaking:    I In Support l I A ainst
(The Chair will read th s information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:    Yes dl No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I I No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (10/14/14)
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Speaking: H For I I A ainst PI

Phone

Email
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Zip

Waive Speaking: I In Support I I A ains 
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing   

Appearing at request of Chair: PJ Yes P] No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: PJves ( ] No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name [ aklc }r
Job Title
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Street

Fl 5 /  Email
City / I State Zip

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Speaking; L j For Lj Against I I Information

i/frf lAtu/fnn Representing

Waive Speaking: I I In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes Q No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Qves Q No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone  

Email

rs?

Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Topic _

Name _

Job Title ~T<?0> cJ*M  

Address ) 0 Yf\ (A/   cT' 'O
Street

City>  

Speaking: 5 For OAgainst dj
State

Information

Representing  

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes I I No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I I No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
, , (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
- - 

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name L . . •

Job Title

Address > s Phone   T
Street

( E ail nil i  1 /    >1  
City

Speaking: (3 For 1 1 A ainst
State

1 1 Information Waive Speaking: |3 In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing flMTsTTfhlM Pnmi Y (mUTi N

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes 2] No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I [Yes [~~l No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

/a
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title.

Address
Stre 

fic  fX7 
Phone

City
L

State Zip

Speaking: m For 1 [Against 1 [ Information

Representing

Waive Speaking:   In Supp rt
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

r

Appearing at request of Chair:  v-Ofte Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/19
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) 404

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Parental Consent for Abortion    Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

a  e Bonnie Coffey Cannone 

Job Title Abolitionist

Address  ox t291
Street

Lake City FL
City

Speaking:   For

State

Against   Information

Phone 386-209-8292

32056 Email abolishabortionflorida@gmail.com

Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support l l A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing Abolish Abortion Florida.com 

Appearing at request of Chair:  Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: l Ives 1  1no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic    *

Name Ljm  

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address Qil  0  Qr  
Street

ltAAaAcL £€,&
City

& 32 lo j

Speaking:  For ECJ Against

State

Information

Zip

Phone

Email llto

Representing  f/ bj r rS

Waive Speaking: C In Support [ Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing .1 reguesl of Chair:   Yes   No LobW.t nsgiatared with Legislator,: Dye.   No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

S-001 (10/14/14)



Duplicate

12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name .   i ,

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

f\.

Job Title

Address
Street

City

Speaking:   For

Phone

Email

Against

State

Information

Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing Self

Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: 0Yes 0 No

Whl,e /f is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

appearance record
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

SB 404

Name a
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street Phone

City
$36 7

State
Email

Speaking:  For 0Against  information
Zip

Waive Speaking: Din Support DAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Gbair:  63 0  Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Dves 0No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title

Address
Street

City State

Speaking:   For [ Against Q Information

Representing Self 

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:  | In Support  lAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: CZIves No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | Ives 13No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this

eetmg. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)



12.10.19

T e Florida Senate

appearance record
BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Mandating Parental Consent

Name Kara Gross

Job Title Legislative Director & Senior Policy Counsel

Address 4343 West Flagler St.
Street

iami
City

Speaking: [ <* 0Against  information

Representing American Civil Liberties Union of Flordia

SB 404
Sill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 786-363-4436

_3134 Email kgross@aclufl.ora
- ip     

Waive Speaking:   In Support  Aaainsf
(The Chair will read this information into the r cord.)

LObbylM regrM",d  l,h  -sg/.lalur.: 0Y9S Qio

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 fl 0/14/1



12.10.19

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this fom, to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff con ucting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Mandating Parental Consent

SB 404

Name Kara Gross

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title Legislative Director & Senior Policy Counsel

Address 4343 West Flagler St.
Street

Miami

Phone 786-363-4436

FL
C/     State

Speaking: U For 0Against   Information

33134 Email kgross@aclufl.org
Zip

Waive Sp king:   In Support   Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: 0 Yes O No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate

appearance record
(Deliver BOTH copi   of this fc™ to ,he Senator or Senafe Professional Sfaf, co„dUc,i„g ,he mee,ing)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Address

Speaking: LjFor 0Against | | Information
Waive Speaking: C  In Support nAaainst
( he Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing Self

Appearing at request of Chair: flYes f Nn . ¦ i i , ,
While it to a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony time     LegiS'atUre: Ores 0No
eehng. Those Who do spe k may be as.ed to limit their remarhs ZZt ni ZZl  tZj TaZ hZa   «  

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.

S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

SB 404

Name H i IT-

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

City State
iaaS

Zip

Phone

Email

Speaking:   For [ Against   Information

Representing Se|f

Appearing at request of Chair:  y~0 No

do   a /ce  

77)/s form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)

SPeaking: C  In Support C  Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  D Yes [ Inq



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of fhls form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

SB 404

Name f) C Opth

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

City

Speaking:   For 0A9ainst

State

Information

Phone

Email
Zip

Trhai™S?e in9:, Qln SuPP°rt DAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing Self

Appearing at request of Chair: Dves 0No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Dves 0No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deli er BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

b ng Date

Fart d f v& kj Cn JhJ'

S 9

Name vTt? , (-T -y- 

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title QxU.c fbhc  0, . ,

Address Zol l£ - . Zoo
Street

Phone

Email

Speaking: I | For [/J Against 1 1 Information

Representing f tfijudijy

Zip

Waive Speaking: 1 lln Support   Aga inst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: | | Yes L No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: [ l Yes | | No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s_001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name Ufll   fB (2-Tt)  
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title S> \ >£ )T

Address SOT.  ).  e-in Oi <rT
Street

City state

Speaking: Against Information

¥\fZ
sfe 

Phone OXI T

i   H Email   Ccrm
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support EZ] Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for thir  eeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



Duplicate

12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

ToPic Forced Parental Consent

SB 404

Name \ O ,   rK .r  .  

Job Title

Address
PhoneStreet

i   *\ 11 E ailCity State Zip

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Speaking: For Against   Information

Representing Se 

Waive Speaking:   In Support CD Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:    Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   YesI No

This form is part of the public record for this meetinq
S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff condocting the meeting)

Duplicate

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

SB 404

Name

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

' yv>QCi>

Speaking: E  For 0 Against I I Information

Representing  

Zip

Phone

Email

Waive Speaking:   In Support    Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes 0 No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting
S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff condiicting t e meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title $p e*v? Y

Address
Ph no

Street   r

lty S  state
33/57

Jin

Speaking: Qpor [\7 Against | | Information

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: CD Yes 0 No

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Waive Speaking:   In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: C  Yes 0No

Th s form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-001 i m/14/14'i



The Florida Senate

appearance record
(Deliver BOTH copies of this tom, to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic

Name

li
I f V ' 

¥ i  t  YA i  t i 'I t s\

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title J     ic(   [ v

Address   /
Street

(   l D,

t   i }
City State

Phone

Email

<£=17 J

Speaking: DPor  Against  information
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support
(The Chair will read this information in

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: OYes Q no
M/Ai ¦/ • Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes f JiMn

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.
S-nm <ac mai-\a\



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic

Name

. • i i    

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

f m 0 nr

Job Title

Address j      vt ylCf+le A  
Street

iOll Icihc- 
City y State

Speaking: Q For  ] Against | | Information
Zip

Phone -    V;;.

Email i , >, '  XAl

r Waive Speaking:  ~\ In Support _ Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing   l n rtfi: J I .-c- a   |   & ti

Appearing at request of Chair: CjYesJZl No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes P Nn
mile it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to s eak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard

This form is part of the public record for this meetina
y S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

appearance record
- - • <De"' er B0TH 00PieS 0,,h'S f0rm ,0 the Se"atOT Professional Staf  conducting the meeting,

Meeting Date
Zf

Topic r J

Name ; v   Z  ,-  y

Job Title

Address 7,00 -    

* ** 

Cify State
_ * *  

Zip
Speaking:  For gjAgainst 0 Information

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:   ves 0 No

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email

l a v®SPeaking  Din Support C Against
(7776 Chair will read this information into the record.)

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | [yes 0No
meeting. Those who do at this

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.

S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/19

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Parental Consent for Abortion

Name Anthony Cannone

Job Title Abolitionist

Address PO Box 1291
Street

Lake City FL
City State

Speaking:   For Against l [information

Representing Abolish Abortion Florida.com

404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 386-344-0886

32056 Email S0la9ratia_9raceal0ne@yah00-C0m
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support I l A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:  Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: EZlves 0 No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)/ //O / (A

Me ting Date

Topic _     ~~ 

rl-   Me ltj

.Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Job Title rglV\g, ( )f- l77C

Address ZP l CK ( (   .
Street  

Phone

Email
State

Speaking:    For   Against 1 | Information

Zip

Representing ao ji t crnov   o f  - 

Waive Speaking:  In Support I I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes ~ Tjo NoLobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes l/ lr
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)       _

12/10/2019 SB 404
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent   Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name -j/ v   

Job Title

Address Phone
Street

Email
City State Zip

Speaking: | l For [l  Against

Representinq

| l Information Waive Speaking: | | In Support l | Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives   No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

/ / APPEARANCE RECORD //// /
WIN I  l (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) j /
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic    

Name   f/i (JJ '

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address Ct Phone m 7 ssr

ft  J  ! L{   Email ) A tt
City     State Zip 'City 1 State

Speaking: 1 | For Q Against Q Information Waive Speaking: m In Support I lAaainst
(The Chair will read (his information into the record.)

Representing fiofl-tOk < (T!Z-£aJ l (A/uCt 
Appearing at request of Chair:  y es S No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

'eeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing (,([) 

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes J -No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

U-h'-T;

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

'" j L

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name ,   - t

Job Title

Address / ?* J I  , /

Street
( i . ,; ,    I

City State

Speaking: For Against | | Information

Representing H  --      

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

A   t : . . / ¦ .

Phone <  /

Email    
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support | lAgainst.

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

ec iA bf 2Q DC,
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic (C4 )
ri it- ,.  

fahh  1)6Coc 

Name k.J n bu)/  i k /  

Job Title eiiced S Aoa ( 77 Ac he t '

Address yo&f 7hc  c7 L    h e 
Street

1J / ,
/ a//am Ff

City < State Zip

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

\snjr

Speaking: ja For 1 1 A ainst 1 1 information

Email i    / -'fou)    tm*
C< ry 

Waive Spea ing: X In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

I

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Ivesi No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I lYes  x No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
, _ j „ / (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)   /

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Name

Job Title

Address Po Z   A1 Phone
Street

TjPgL j  /lP/f Emai|
City State Zip

Jn Support 1  oainstSpeaking: For | | Against Information Waive Speaking:

Representing

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:   ves [ I No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Oyes G no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage  ublic testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

Ji&! i \
WeetingDate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) ,  

E Yd 6 
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name  o if r\A  f  fiYX

Job Title ter
Address / r  co

Street » l

City State

Speaking:  For Q Against I I Information

Representing c P  

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

treet   # i L .

£  ci   ? Email.

Phone IQ  7  

Zip

Waive Speaking: l/ |Jn Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARA CE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name

feetihg Date

Pqr n g L do n  e/fiA
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

/  fd'n
Job Title 'Dln  Z L
Address

Stree 

%%Lt( O
Phone

treeJi

SheA 
city T State

Speaking:   For [ Against   |Information

Zip
Email pirUO  n

Qfinb X\ F)
In Support I (AgainstWaive Speaking:

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Oves HnNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

Meeting Date

Topic  PittfUd / £ Go b Y
Name 

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

) /@) lk)AnJh

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street ,

Uft'Dr Phone

City
(  ftbrES A l&f'S'   Email

State Zip

Speaking: [ Jpor Against 1 [ Information

FC 

Waive Spea ing:
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

In Support  (Against

Representing
/

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

il   ID •
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Meeting Date

T t\;c

Bill Number (if applicable)

C'£

Name _

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 0

Address   S 0 %Q (jj f I (

/V evx
Phone

Street

City a . State
rf-ih ,   | j |

Speaking: tt rFor | (Against | | Information

Zip
Email  .G jUI

Representing

U  1- t Waive Speaking: 0 In Support I 1 A ainst
2 'iS (The Chair will read this information into the record.)

( o r i

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes )6 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | Ives No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the  ublic record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

/ .   o /9
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name ui

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 

Address 
Street

City

Speaking:  For | [Against

State

Information

Representing /• £

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support I / 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

& /Q  >019
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic »c 6tcn

Name

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address 12 11  fe-
Street

TL.
City State

Speaking: For Against     Information

Zip

Phone 9'-   /O1 

Waive Speaking::0 In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:   y es EZIno Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak maybe asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

i w
Meeting De

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone P'S 

Email 

Speaking:   For Against I I information Waive Speaking: In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read mis information into the record.)record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes X Jvlo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives  No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

llolAQlf (De"ver
APPEARANCE RECORD

BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic  a >liC Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Representing
¦ ¦ ' i      i  |

Appearing at request of Chair: | | Yes QQ No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | | Yes   | N

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address Z JJ  
Street    

Phone  

o
City State Zip

W) ry. - , ¦

Speaking:   For   Against I I Information Waive Speaking: Bin Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes | ]No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

6  a
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic      Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name S)    

Job Title 

Address  V U P riA

edf<3-

ri e. PhoneTj  j  

City State

Speaking:  ]For  ]Against | | Information

Representing QIA  

3 0 ) Email (J 
Zip   ~Y\£ y

Waive Speaking: _  In Support I  oainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: 1 Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: EJves Hni
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

' -/

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic ] It /rs I Li /

Name v ' . 7 ;

./  7

Job Title

Address ? t i A v£i £ f /     t

Street'

r ¦7 . (

City

Speaking:   For

State

Against [_] Information

> 0.  
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: A In Support I I Against.

Representing (S%ir\§ha£ f A

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

, A   /
7 1 '0 /   >

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes No
kJ ¦    -   

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | |Yes l VlNo
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic

Name

Job Title

Address

: :

Street

City

Speaking: For

Representing

_ _ ; '

Phone

Email
State

Against   Information

Zip

Waive Speaking:

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

/ - / o 1 
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) /0

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name ' \a!  

Job Title
J

Address STXSQ s 
S caef  .

rT-t vN ms r-b e I d   
City State Zip

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email

Speaking: For I 1 A ainst Information Waive Speaking:  Jlr support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing ) C  ¦

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes P Hsio Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives   Tslo

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

. - .  

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic i'1'/'A f S   ,    - / y Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name  

Job Title

Address /  / - / Phone : V
Street

Email .
City

Speaking: | Ipor | | Against
State

| | Information

Zip -   _  

Waive Speaking:  In Support 1  oainst

Representing

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: EZlyes 1 Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

/ '*/3  
Meeting Date

Topic  

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Name   A i & V -  C

Job Title

Address

T i f eA

Street
i  ?

City State

Speaking:   For Against | | Information

Representing p~c.

lill Niimber (ifBill Niimber (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Zip

Phone 1 1

Email.s&C  cog 
Q V/yA 

Waive Speaking:   In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives l~~l No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I lYes ] No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

''  i

Meeting Bate

Topic  

Name /;/

/•
• -

-

7 /   
/s

Job Title

Address
Street

/ •  

/<

Phone

Email

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

City State

Speaking: [ jpor Against | | Information

Zip

Waive Speaking In Support 1 1 A ainst

Representing

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: [I]Yes E  No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:    Yes EH No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the  ublic record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
/> 

M.

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic fS tPrfTft  

$    WO
Bill Number (if applicable)

?  
Name J V/rvis

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title ft
Address j  i€P  

Street

I se  .
City

f  .

State

Speaking:   For 1 [Against | 1 Information

Representing   f& 

Zip

Phone 35    f 9 /7 

Email

Waive Speaking: Pk Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair:  |Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes  . No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

City

,

State

Speaking:   For 1 [Against   Information

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes I Ino Lobbyist registered with Legislature: dives I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)  £

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Address Phone
Street  

J h'-t
City

3> 2j Fmail - 7 <i
State

Speaking: Qf.,  *,*«  irtom.Mon

Zip
Email   / 5 )<i(  /h h &

Representing h, F 

Waive Speaking: In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes  i  No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  Yes  No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

fr lD  ft
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) B   tA 

Topic   jMc Pf cords

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name _ /%r) , t iqcjins,

Job Title  Mh rn<?A  ( [jtlhhiji t
Address 22- > S P Jafo . R flnt) f  Phone ~idnS'l

Street

Speaking:   For [ Against | |Information Waive Speaking: In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing S\/iSO r  {') /h ffhblsUj I JS i

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: 0Ves E  No

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

Ikrio 
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) /SB

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic 

Name _  f/  /l j > I l I 

Job Title 

Address   R U   
Street

Me < 

City State

Speaking:   For EZ] Against I I Information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Email fti-AMt
Zip

iU

Waive Speaking: 0;, Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes I I No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

(  lQ .(Cj
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name

Meeting Date

f' b '  - /i /. y  - l lj)  '  

R< i P z-u 

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title /h DiSoyi C   /)£C

Address

I3g-T)/Ze?>)
ir -r, 1-7199

L Email  MKkI (,
City State   Zip      

Speaking:   For 1 [Against 1 1 Information Waive Speaking:EfIn Support i lAgainst

Representing 7i4 P C         t
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives I)(1no Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I  no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic .
c fl kL

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name    /. 

Job Title O 

Address 9 V   / 1   /  7$*  
Street

City
(. t( ..

Speaking:   For | [Against

State

Information

Phone  /    '   {1  ' L X

1  if Email Jr 41   yf(? fch    (

Waive Speaking: j ] In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this iformation into the record.)

Representing £_ri
Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes 2uNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: E  Yes  o
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

City State

Speaking:   For   Against | | Information

i

Bill Number (if applicable)

lu i  \ \ .\> t-  VvV  U   V

Name V\   f i . ,. ? 

Job Title R hi
Address (dO I    \

Street  .

l Pi LLh f\ mot

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Or,'}  27/
Phone 135 -j rh

Email
Zip

Waive Speakinging: K) In Support i (Against.

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:  Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
/ \ /  ) (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

O
Meeting Date

Topic _

Name L i t-\, L ?  ) qH I S

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

1
Phone tTl/,

iy i /  iaw

Speaking: [ Jpor |  ]Against | | Information

Email

Waive Speaki
(The Chair will, nis information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes X No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: E ves IZl No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting.



The Florida Senate

10, to/1?

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meetinc/bate Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name { j-jo rLj I ( bcy-

Job Title  nT   ,v

Phone 3  *3   

Email 

Address   / Li 1  

" Y/  i - f l/ -   1/?,} I E a\\Cjl£/'y
City State Zip    

Speaking:   For [ Against 1 1 Information

Representing (  .T

Waive Speaking: In Support  
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

1 1 A ainst

NoAppearing at request of Chair: I I Yes [ jNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s-001 (1 o/i 4/14)



The Florida Senate

Address _
Street

City -f

Phone

Email
State Zip

Speaking:  For CZlAgainst 1 1 Information

Representing

Speaking:   In Support I I A ainst
hair will read j/ffismformation into the record.)

N t  bj <r '   /

Waive
(The Chair

Appearing at request of Chairair: |~| Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic _

Name _   /) (

Job Title [f& uuns 

Address

Speaking

City

:   For Against

State

Information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing  Tog   OA   £T7  

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

ll /D
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

phone ffA 77 -0 3 

Email

Speaking:  

/ /*

For Against  Information

Representing ( Mfi > &l1

v vctivc   ccirvii iy. i   i   i oup ui i | |    ct  i&i

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

rf,
Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Oves   No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

/oj/ ?
Meeting Date

( 6 /1

0&

Name Jfh (k  f e'J

Job Title

r* 1 * j 

sS.

7
(

Address s'   yC.
freet

/?? t  mt

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

City State Zip

Speaking: I fyFor 1 [Against | | Information

Phone C 7 ) f

Email o QcJL\ -  

Waive Speaking: M
(The Chair will read t is information into the record.)

In Support  |Against

Representing CP. d

Appearing at request of Chair:  y es   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   y es   no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
1 ' J     (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

, h  }

Meeting Date

Topic
•'  

Name - .jl J'. rJ  i  

Job Title

Address   S «  - 4*  s'

Street

1 1 f

City

Speaking:

Representing

For 1 [Against

Phr.

State

Information

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

•

Phone

Email

- s f     'J j

Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support   Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Oi

Appearing at request of Chair: 1 lYes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: es I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)f   [(O  

Meeting Date

Topic  xceSiW  V   Tyi c  )    bcX  7X7
f\f\(i i  i  Voli I

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Job Title to OfV ( vm l     ~

Tg 7  ihmes KiAddress

p. t/' ~P - f
State Zip

Speaking: [ jpor Against | Information

Phone    ~5 3 7i//7  ?.  

Email f Xvh\i  dfilOo /),

Waive Speaking: [T1 In Support 0Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing   cT LTf -  -

Appearing at request of Chairir: I lYes ) No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deli er BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)/fl//0 /1 

Meeting tiate

Topic  lr  

Name . o v; A- Vci\

Bill Number (if applicable)

o r-H rtf Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address

as  nt Vbco.'W 

?' 3 70  5 P>ri
Street P 3*5 3)
City State Zip

Speaking:   For  Against   Information

Representing

Phone

Email  w'i m ewy'hh

Waive Speaking:   In Support f OAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: l~ Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  y.,0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



Dupfc&te

Tm F orida SstiM 

APPEARANCE RECORD
(DetfverBOTH copies ofthis form tothe Senator or Senate Professional Staffwr ludingttie meetaig)

Meeting Date

Topic Vk nk  Aharfidh
Name EbnafJtx. £ kKju   

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if a plicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

Ute r T)f.   Phone

b nr  .
Stale

Speaking: CZ1 For FI A ainst [  Information
in

t5*r
Wai e Speaking: | [In Support K i A ainst

Represent ng -i-fe. Pl-e .  i  is rie 

Appearing at request of Chair: riYesI lNo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Q Yes S No

While M is s
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many pemm as possible can be heard.

This form OOt (1014/14)



Dapfca  

lt>

Tub Florida Senate

APPEARANCE  ECORD
(DeWver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conduqting the me ing)

Me ting Date

Topic VaAisthtb CMv  sdt -Cbr Ahw icvx
Name ferca '  

B.  <3  -
Bill Numb r 0 applicable)

Amendment Barcode   applicable)

Job Title Sfjrii rtY ucjW_ \<3ir\

ddress 4 4<1 2L ,.5-bneij T>r. Phone
Sheet .

Humthr y Email 
City

S eaking: C3 For  
/ Sfafe

_] Against E  Information
Zi 

Waive Sr

5 
leakin : |

Phone

Omk

Re resenting  rfc S  fv&S*

(The Chair will mad t is information into the record.)

A  earing at request of Chair  E  Yesjc] No Lobbyist re istered with Le islatu e: t  Yes

W ile ills a Senate tradition to encourage  ublic testimony, time ma Mt permit alt persons wishi g to s  ak to be   ard at t is
meeting. Those who  o s eak may be ask d t  ftthit  heir remarks S  that as many persons as pos i le ca  be hear .

This form is part of the publlc record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/1 )



Duplicate

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
12/10/2019

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
SB404

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic  arental Consent for Abortion Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name Diana Kline

Job Title

Address Neptune Drive Lot 13 Phone 813-528-1258
Street

Rusking FL 33570 Email dianakline326@yahoo.com
City

Speaking: 01 For

State

1 1 A ainst 1 1 Information

Zi 

Waive Speaking: 1 1 In Su  ort   Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:   Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes 0| No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

Duplicate

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) SB404

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Parental Consent for Abortion  Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name Anne Marchetti

Job Title Home Maker

Address Millholland Way
Street

Oakland
City

Speaking:   For l [A ainst

FL
State

Information

Representing Searching for Wilberforce

Appearing at request of Chair: I l Yes 1* 1 No

Phone 4076809287

Zip
Email giveananswer@gmail.com

Waive Speaking:
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

In Support 1* 1 A ainst

Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
SB 404

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name  ? « m   C a f f  ?   j

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 

Address 
Street

City State

Speaking: l l For | [Against [ \ Information

Phone

Szjo'y Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: Q In Support 1* 1 Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: C lYes  No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name Ivy

Job Title

' /

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Address
Street

Phone

Email
City State Zip

Speaking: l l For Against   Information

Representing  

Waive Speaking:
(The Chair will read this informatiorHn

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title

Address
Street

City

Speaking: [ [ For   Against

Representing  

State

Information

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support L J Against0,
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Oves No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: d|yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic  °r

Name

ced Parental Consent

l/ ia n   (u ;(M 
- 1  

Job Title

Address 1 Phone

Email

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

13 4 2.
c (Rfh |,

City State Zip

Speaking:   For [ Against | | Information Waive Speaking:  

L/

In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name _ Qfk f r\ \ \ H4i X A.

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address Phone
Street

32 0] Emai|
City State Zip

Speaking: [ Jpor l [Against

Representinq

\ l Information Waive Speaking: | | In Support [ Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives   No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage  ublic testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
f

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) /», 1
•   '

Meeting Date
/ 0

Bill Nhmberiif applicable)

Topic a / j /  ffy j Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name   - #   >

Job Title /

Address Phone
Street

/ ¦ . ¦ Email
City

Speaking: For

Representing

| | Against

-

State

Information

Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support f* Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes Qno Lobbyist registered with Legislature: ies   No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

12/10/2019 SB 404
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent Amendment Barcode (if anDlicable)

Name 3 0 S \

Job Title

Address Phone
Street

Email
City

Speaking: [ |For | [Against

State

l l Information

Zip

Waive Speaking:  ] In Support f 1 Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: E ves 0No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Oves 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

\m \ H vciwmnName

Job Title

Address
Street

City State

Speaking:  For [ [Against | |Information

Representing  

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
SB 404

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name ( U'YThU:

Job Title

Address
Street

Phone

Email
City State Zip

Speaking:  For l [Against | [ Information

Representing  

Waive Speaking:   In Support l lAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: OYes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: |0Yes 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name ; ¦

Job Title /'/¦> (/ ./Irt Y

Address Phone
Street

Email
City State

Speaking:  For [ [Against 1 1 Information

Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conductinq the meetinq)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title a cScrO

Address
Street

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: Q In Support U j Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Speaking:

City v State

ing: [ l For Against [ | Information

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: L ves 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent  Amendment Barcode (If apP,icable>

Name |/V\€\\T<S

Job Title [AMrh cA TfuflUr-yF 

Address 
Street

City State

Speaking: [ |For | [Against 1 1 Information

Phone

3 7.3 O'-) Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support IAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes 0No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name

Forced Parental Consent
Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 

Address S  .  Phone  Si
Street

L Email
City State Zip

Speaking:   For | [Against | | Information Waive Speaking:   In Support l l Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: [ Yes 0 No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

Duplicate

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name l\i i L C i 6 l   \ \

Job Title t 

Address 
Street

City

Speaking: EZl For l [A ainst
State

Information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support 1* 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate
Duplicate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name . c  CCK

Job Title 

Address 
Street

City

Speaking:   For l l A ainst

State

Information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: O Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Oves No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This fo m is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title fY )>u( Sjjvdgi/vf
Address Cg( 

Street 

City
[(X e  

Speaking: | [por X Against

State

Information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 

Email 
Zip

Waive Speaking:   In Support 1* 1 Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:  Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

12/10/2019
APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name G

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

City State

Speaking:  For   Against Q Information

Representing  

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: i i In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: | |Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: [ |Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage  ublic testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



Duplicate

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

12/10/2019 SB 404
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name () W W 
n   /

Job Title KpdOJZaa 9

Address
Street

City

Speaking:  For I   ainst

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
State

Information

Zip

.  Waive Speaking
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

In Support L? J Against

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



Duplicate

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

12/10/2019 SB 404
Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name >7   J     

Job Title

Address Phone
Street

-   lOUr Email
City State Zip

Speaking: For l l A ainst Information Waive Speaking: In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes [3 No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate
Duplicate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name

Job Title

Address
Street

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

c    8 -

Speaking:

iiqhDr  tL F  
City , State

For LMAaainst   Information

32~zip '

Phone

Email

Waive Speaking:  In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: O Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: QYes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Duplicate

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent  Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name fa/\twpVW  2/h A\ \ \(,1

Job Title

Address 
Street

City

Speaking: _ For I 1 A ainst
State

1 1 Information

Phone

13 ', Email
Zip

Waive Speaking:  In Support 1* 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



12/10/2019
Meeting Date

The Florida Senate
Duplicate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB 404
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Forced Parental Consent

Name t    \K-  Z 

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title 

Address 
Street

City

Speaking:   For l [A ainst

State

I I Information

Phone

-~Y Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
Jjt & f (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

ij/leetingj Date
-SjS
Bill Number (if ap licable)

Topic

Name o e n

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

cA&l I l

Job Title

Address

£l«Zc.-~Dife_cJvr

5T/ C   /( St 
Street

City
7 Pt
i j c  ;State

Phone

Email

Xsb-szi  9,? 

Zip

Speaking: j Jpor [ Against [~|Information Waive Speaking:  In Support   | Against

Representing t  jLn   

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Xif      onorijL f  (   /   

Appearing at request of Chair: E  Yes Qno Lobbyist registered with Legislature: H Yes I I No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not  ermit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
. , (Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)  
ft/toU  ST-joi
Meeting Date B/// Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address c //  0\ aJ  QriV 
Street

Phone i     C1% -  

City
fL 3t  3 Email w

City State Zip  

Speaking: I I For   Against | | Information Waive Speaking: PI In Support

>  Jaa 

w- , , Against
(The Chair will read this information into the r cord )

Representing tf/MkAs Mo    

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes L no Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I I No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to s eak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do s eak maybe asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
- I \ Q I \ Q,  Deliver B0TH C0P'es of this form t0 the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic aV i b-QP O  

Name  -P  k rs .1/1 A. C\.      

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address   Cj> Ca Phone ,- f7-H J Y
Street

City State

Speaking: 1 [por [ Against 1 |Information

Email C \an iT
cjZ/p Q,

Waive Speaking: In Support J Against  
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I lYes   No Lobbyist ragis,.*,   Logisla.uro, Qv- Oto
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)



The Florida Senate

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)
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COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE - Substantial Changes 

 

I. Summary: 

CS/SB 406 creates s. 390.01118, F.S., to establish a public records exemption for any 

information that can be used to identify a minor who is petitioning a circuit court for a judicial 

waiver pursuant to the Parental Consent for Abortion Act established in CS/SB 404. Specifically, 

the bill provides that any such information is: 

 Confidential and exempt from article I section 24(a) of the State Constitution, if held by a 

circuit court or an appellate court; and 

 Confidential and exempt from article I section 119.07(1) and section 24(a) of the State 

Constitution, if held by the office of criminal conflict and civil regional counsel or the Justice 

Administrative Commission. 

 

The bill provides legislative findings that the public records exemption is a public necessity and 

provides that the public records exemption is subject to the Open Government Sunset Review 

Act and will be repealed on October 2, 2025, unless reviewed and saved from repeal by the 

Legislature. 

REVISED:         
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II. Present Situation: 

Public Records Law 

The State Constitution provides that the public has the right to inspect or copy records made or 

received in connection with official governmental business.1 This applies to the official business 

of any public body, officer, or employee of the state, including all three branches of state 

government, local governmental entities, and any person acting on behalf of the government.2 

 

Chapter 119, F.S., known as the Public Records Act, constitutes the main body of public records 

laws.3 The Public Records Act states that 

 

[i]t is the policy of this state that all state, county, and municipal records are open 

for personal inspection and copying by any person. Providing access to public 

records is a duty of each agency.4 

 

The Public Records Act typically contains general exemptions that apply across agencies. 

Agency- or program-specific exemptions often are placed in the substantive statutes relating to 

that particular agency or program. 

 

The Public Records Act does not apply to legislative or judicial records.5 Legislative records are 

public pursuant to s. 11.0431, F.S. Public records exemptions for the Legislature are codified 

primarily in s. 11.0431(2)-(3), F.S., and adopted in the rules of each house of the Legislature. 

 

A public record includes virtually any document or recording, regardless of its physical form or 

how it may be transmitted.6 The Florida Supreme Court has interpreted public records as being 

“any material prepared in connection with official agency business which is intended to 

perpetuate, communicate, or formalize knowledge of some type.”7 

 

The Florida Statutes specify conditions under which public access to governmental records must 

be provided. The Public Records Act guarantees every person’s right to inspect and copy any 

state or local government public record at any reasonable time, under reasonable conditions, and 

                                                 
1 FLA. CONST. art. I, s. 24(a). 
2 Id. 
3 Public records laws are found throughout the Florida Statutes. 
4 Section 119.01(1), F.S.  
5 Locke v. Hawkes, 595 So. 2d 32 (Fla. 1992). Also see Times Pub. Co. v. Ake, 660 So. 2d 255 (Fla. 1995). 
6 Section 119.011(12), F.S., defines “public record” to mean “all documents, papers, letters, maps, books, tapes, photographs, 

films, sound recordings, data processing software, or other material, regardless of the physical form, characteristics, or means 

of transmission, made or received pursuant to law or ordinance or in connection with the transaction of official business by 

any agency.” Section 119.011(2), F.S., defines “agency” as “any state, county, district, authority, or municipal officer, 

department, division, board, bureau, commission, or other separate unit of government created or established by law 

including, for the purposes of this chapter, the Commission on Ethics, the Public Service Commission, and the Office of 

Public Counsel, and any other public or private agency, person, partnership, corporation, or business entity acting on behalf 

of any public agency.” 
7 Shevin v. Byron, Harless, Schaffer, Reid and Assoc. Inc., 379 So. 2d 633, 640 (Fla. 1980). 
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under supervision by the custodian of the public record.8 A violation of the Public Records Act 

may result in civil or criminal liability.9 

 

Only the Legislature may create an exemption to public records requirements.10 An exemption 

must be created by general law and must specifically state the public necessity justifying the 

exemption.11 Further, the exemption must be no broader than necessary to accomplish the stated 

purpose of the law. A bill enacting an exemption may not contain other substantive provisions12 

and must pass by a two-thirds vote of the members present and voting in each house of the 

Legislature.13 

 

When creating or expanding a public records exemption, the Legislature may provide that a 

record is ‘confidential and exempt’ or ‘exempt. ’14 Records designated as ‘confidential and 

exempt’ may be released by the records custodian only under the circumstances defined by the 

Legislature or pursuant to a court order. Records designated as ‘exempt’ may be released at the 

discretion of the records custodian under certain circumstances.15 

 

The Open Government Sunset Review Act (the Act) prescribes a legislative review process for 

newly created or substantially amended public records or open meetings exemptions,16 with 

specified exceptions.17 It requires the automatic repeal of such exemption on October 2nd of the 

fifth year after creation or substantial amendment, unless the Legislature reenacts the 

exemption.18 The Act provides that a public records or open meetings exemption may be created 

or maintained only if it serves an identifiable public purpose and is no broader than is necessary 

to meet such public purpose.19 

 

Office of Criminal Conflict and Civil Regional Counsel (Office) 

In 2007, the Legislature created the Office to provide adequate representation to persons entitled 

to court-appointed counsel under the U.S. or Florida Constitution or as authorized by general 

law. In creating the Office, the Legislature intended to provide adequate representation in a 

                                                 
8 Section 119.07(1)(a), F.S. 
9 Section 119.10, F.S. Public records laws are found throughout the Florida Statutes, as are the penalties for violating those 

laws. 
10 FLA. CONST. art. I, s. 24(c). 
11 Id. 
12 The bill may; however, contain multiple exemptions that relate to one subject. 
13 FLA. CONST. art. I, s. 24(c). 
14 If the Legislature designates a record as confidential, such record may not be released to anyone other than the persons or 

entities specifically designated in the statutory exemption. WFTV, Inc. v. The Sch. Bd. of Seminole, 874 So. 2d 48, 53 

(Fla. 5th DCA 2004). 
15 Williams v. City of Minneola, 575 So. 2d 683 (Fla. 5th DCA 1991). 
16 Section 119.15, F.S. An exemption is substantially amended if the amendment expands the scope of the exemption to 

include more records or information or to include meetings as well as records (s. 119.15(4)(b), F.S.). The requirements of the 

Act do not apply to an exemption that is required by federal law or that applies solely to the Legislature or the State Court 

System (s. 119.15(2), F.S.). 
17 Section 119.15(2)(a) and (b), F.S., provide that exemptions that are required by federal law or are applicable solely to the 

Legislature or the State Court System are not subject to the Open Government Sunset Review Act. 
18 Section 119.15(3), F.S. 
19 Section 119.15(6)(b), F.S. 
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fiscally sound manner, while safeguarding constitutional principles.20 The Office provides 

counsel only in cases where a judge appoints the office. Counsel may be provided in both 

criminal and civil cases.21 

 

The Justice Administrative Commission 

The Justice Administrative Commission (JAC), created in 1965, provides administrative services 

on behalf of 49 judicial related offices. Currently, the JAC administratively serves 20 Offices of 

State Attorney, 20 Offices of Public Defender, 5 Offices of Criminal Conflict and Civil Regional 

Counsel, 3 Offices of Capital Collateral Regional Counsel, and the Statewide Guardian ad Litem 

Program. Services provided are primarily in the areas of accounting, budget, financial services, 

and human resources. While the JAC administratively serves these offices, the JAC does not 

supervise, direct, or control the offices it serves.22 

III. Effect of Proposed Changes: 

CS/SB 406 creates s. 390.01118, F.S., to establish a public records exemption for any 

information that can be used to identify a minor who is petitioning a circuit court for a judicial 

waiver pursuant to the Parental Consent for Abortion Act established in CS/SB 404, if 

CS/SB 404 or a similar bill becomes law. Specifically, the bill provides that any such 

information is: 

 Confidential and exempt from article I, section 24(a) of the State Constitution, if held by a 

circuit court or an appellate court; and 

 Confidential and exempt from article I, section 119.07(1) and section 24(a) of the State 

Constitution, if held by the office of criminal conflict and civil regional counsel or the Justice 

Administrative Commission. 

 

The bill provides legislative findings of public necessity as follows: 

 It is a public necessity to keep confidential and exempt from public disclosure information 

contained in a court record which could be used to identify a minor who is petitioning the 

court for a waiver from the statutory requirement that a parent or legal guardian give consent 

before the minor may obtain an abortion. The information contained in these records is of a 

sensitive, personal nature regarding a minor petitioner, release of which could harm the 

reputation of the minor, as well as jeopardize her safety. Disclosure of this information could 

jeopardize the safety of the minor in instances when child abuse or child sexual abuse against 

her is present by exposing her to further acts of abuse from an abuser who, if the information 

was not held confidential, could learn of her pregnancy, her plans to obtain an abortion, and 

her petition to the court. 

 It is a public necessity to keep this identifying information in records held by the court 

confidential and exempt in order to protect the privacy of the minor. The State Constitution 

contains an express right of privacy in section 23 of article I. Further, the United States 

Supreme Court has repeatedly required parental-consent laws to contain judicial-bypass 

procedures and to preserve confidentiality at every level of court proceedings in order to 

protect the privacy rights of the minor. Without the confidentiality and exemption provided 

                                                 
20 Section 27.511, F.S. 
21 See https://rc1fl.com/about-us/case-types, (last visited on November 7, 2019). 
22 See https://www.justiceadmin.org/commissioners/history.aspx, (last visited on November 7, 2019). 
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in this act, the disclosure of personal identifying information would violate the right of 

privacy of the minor and would place the constitutionality of the state’s program providing 

for a judicial waiver of consent in question. 

 

The bill also provides that the public records exemption is subject to the Open Government 

Sunset Review Act and will be repealed on October 2, 2025, unless reviewed and saved from 

repeal by the Legislature. 

 

The bill takes effect on the same date that CS/SB 404 or similar legislation takes effect if such 

legislation is adopted in the same legislative session or an extension thereof and becomes a law. 

IV. Constitutional Issues: 

A. Municipality/County Mandates Restrictions: 

None. 

B. Public Records/Open Meetings Issues: 

Voting Requirement 

Article I, section 24(c) of the State Constitution requires a two-thirds vote of the 

members present and voting for final passage of a bill creating or expanding an 

exemption to the public records requirements. This bill enacts a new exemption for 

information that can be used to identify a minor who is petitioning a circuit court for a 

judicial waiver pursuant to the Parental Consent for Abortion Act established in 

CS/SB 404. Thus, the bill requires a two-thirds vote to be enacted. 

 

Public Necessity Statement 

Article I, section 24(c) of the State Constitution requires a bill that creates or expands an 

exemption to the public records requirements to state with specificity the public necessity 

justifying the exemption. Section 2 of the bill contains a statement of public necessity for 

the exemptions. 

 

Breadth of Exemption 

Article I, section 24(c) of the State Constitution requires an exemption to the public 

records requirements to be no broader than necessary to accomplish the stated purpose of 

the law. The purpose of this bill is to protect information that can be used to identify a 

minor who is petitioning a circuit court for a judicial waiver pursuant to the Parental 

Consent for Abortion Act established in CS/SB 404. This bill exempts only such 

information from the public records requirements. The exemption does not appear to be 

broader than necessary to accomplish the purpose of the bill. 

C. Trust Funds Restrictions: 

None. 
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D. State Tax or Fee Increases: 

None. 

E. Other Constitutional Issues: 

The public necessity statement in section 2 of the bill provides findings that the State 

Constitution contains an express right of privacy in section 23 of article I. Further, the 

United States Supreme Court has repeatedly required parental consent laws to contain 

judicial bypass procedures and to preserve confidentiality at every level of court 

proceedings in order to protect the privacy rights of the minor. Without the 

confidentiality and public records exemption provided in this bill, the disclosure of 

personal identifying information would violate the right of privacy of the minor and 

would place the constitutionality of the state’s process to provide for a judicial waiver of 

consent in question. 

V. Fiscal Impact Statement: 

A. Tax/Fee Issues: 

None. 

B. Private Sector Impact: 

None. 

C. Government Sector Impact: 

None. 

VI. Technical Deficiencies: 

None. 

VII. Related Issues: 

None. 

VIII. Statutes Affected: 

This bill creates section 390.01118 of the Florida Statutes.  

IX. Additional Information: 

A. Committee Substitute – Statement of Substantial Changes: 
(Summarizing differences between the Committee Substitute and the prior version of the bill.) 

CS by Health Policy on December 10, 2019: 

The CS revises the contingent effective date so that the bill will take effect on the same 
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date that CS/SB 404 or similar legislation takes effect if such legislation is adopted in the 

same legislative session or an extension thereof and becomes a law. 

B. Amendments: 

None. 

This Senate Bill Analysis does not reflect the intent or official position of the bill’s introducer or the Florida Senate. 
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A bill to be entitled 1 

An act relating to public records; creating s. 2 

390.01118, F.S.; providing a public records exemption 3 

for information that could identify a minor which is 4 

contained in a record held by the court relating to 5 

the minor’s petition to waive consent requirements to 6 

obtain an abortion; providing for future legislative 7 

review and repeal under the Open Government Sunset 8 

Review Act; providing a statement of public necessity; 9 

providing a contingent effective date. 10 

  11 

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 12 

 13 

Section 1. Section 390.01118, Florida Statutes, is created 14 

to read: 15 

390.01118 Public records exemptions; minors seeking waiver 16 

of consent requirements.—Any information that can be used to 17 

identify a minor who is petitioning a circuit court for a 18 

judicial waiver, as provided in s. 390.01117, of the consent 19 

requirements under the Parental Consent for Abortion Act is: 20 

(1) Confidential and exempt from s. 24(a), Art. I of the 21 

State Constitution, if held by a circuit court or an appellate 22 

court. 23 

(2) Confidential and exempt from s. 119.07(1) and s. 24(a), 24 

Art. I of the State Constitution, if held by the office of 25 

criminal conflict and civil regional counsel or the Justice 26 

Administrative Commission. 27 

 28 

This section is subject to the Open Government Sunset Review Act 29 
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in accordance with s. 119.15 and shall stand repealed on October 30 

2, 2025, unless reviewed and saved from repeal through 31 

reenactment by the Legislature. 32 

Section 2. (1) The Legislature finds that it is a public 33 

necessity to keep confidential and exempt from public disclosure 34 

information contained in a court record which could be used to 35 

identify a minor who is petitioning the court for a waiver from 36 

the statutory requirement that a parent or legal guardian give 37 

consent before the minor may obtain an abortion. The information 38 

contained in these records is of a sensitive, personal nature 39 

regarding a minor petitioner, release of which could harm the 40 

reputation of the minor, as well as jeopardize her safety. 41 

Disclosure of this information could jeopardize the safety of 42 

the minor in instances when child abuse or child sexual abuse 43 

against her is present by exposing her to further acts of abuse 44 

from an abuser who, if the information was not held 45 

confidential, could learn of her pregnancy, her plans to obtain 46 

an abortion, and her petition to the court. 47 

(2) The Legislature further finds that it is a public 48 

necessity to keep this identifying information in records held 49 

by the court confidential and exempt in order to protect the 50 

privacy of the minor. The State Constitution contains an express 51 

right of privacy in s. 23 of Article I. Further, the United 52 

States Supreme Court has repeatedly required parental-consent 53 

laws to contain judicial-bypass procedures and to preserve 54 

confidentiality at every level of court proceedings in order to 55 

protect the privacy rights of the minor. Without the 56 

confidentiality and exemption provided in this act, the 57 

disclosure of personal identifying information would violate the 58 
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right of privacy of the minor and would place the 59 

constitutionality of the state’s program providing for a 60 

judicial waiver of consent in question. Thus, the 61 

confidentiality and exemption provided by this act are necessary 62 

for the effective administration of the Parental Consent for 63 

Abortion Act, for which administration would be impaired without 64 

the exemption. 65 

Section 3. This act shall take effect on the same date that 66 

SB ___ or similar legislation takes effect if such legislation 67 

is adopted in the same legislative session or an extension 68 

thereof and becomes a law. 69 
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Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic    Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name T) o T\,JL, Or X  Y\

Job Title  ET

Address    <  / f Phone 3 a-aiO-7  

l Ff
City 1 State

Email
Zip

Speaking: For 1 1 A ainst Information Waive Speaking: a, Support I 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

LZJAga

Representing C C
Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: vesDNo

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

feetihg Date

Pqre <3 L Con 

Speaking:   jpor [ Against I Information

Name /   \J f inq
Job Title VU
Address  / (\p ri tb i t M   -  

Stree    j

Citv t
PiAbO 

State Zip

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone  *50-53 

Emailmail bmt anJ Ic/u  

Waive Speaking: [J _| In Support | (Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, ti    may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)//o // 

Meeting Date

Topic Ptlfi/j/r  (?Br/T/oAjj)Jj)A l 
Name

SA  /o(h
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address
Street

frlb/O m Phone

ViULfrb-iES Emai|
City ' State

Speaking: [ For [ Against | |Information

Zip

Waive Speaking: X_ In Support I 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read tms information into the record.)

Representing FCL
Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name

Meeting Date

>\vC_

5~iS.
Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address

e €  A

Street
S 0   Ld II f A/ -c c

vOt/\ Cf

Phone

Email Gjul , h  o c i.
City f State Zip

Speaking: K For I I A ainst I I Information, .a , Waive Speaking:   In Support I I A ainst
2x (The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing F o~v \ t q m
Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes Q No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Qves No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name KdPiM hi

Job Title

Address

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone / //)

Email

Speaking:   n***

Representing . Mii 

Waive Speaking: In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

NoAppearing at request of Chair: I I Yes  i No Lobbyist registered with Legislature

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

: I lYesjPI

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic Amendment Barcode (if applicable)
|

Name '   -L f  

Job Title 

Address 
Street

City

Speaking:  For | [Against

State

Information

Representing -" /  (1

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: U In Support I / I Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes I INo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I  ves I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name ( a \ L.

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address L t ? l    $
Street

ct, TL
City

Speaking:   For 1 [Against

State

Information

Zip
Uj

Phone

Email

c/4io- ) A I

11 IOO" COi

Waive Speaking: ED In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak maybe asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD

Meeting Date

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name

Vi/bib
ll Opf A,\

Job Title

Address
Street

City

r fi K is 
dm-. /-

ate

Speaking:   For dlAgainst I I Information

Representing

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support IZZlAgainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

2
Md 

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives  jMo Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives  No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage  ublic testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD

BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic , r Hi C rTiC Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Representing

I  i | v >1   I  ¦/

Appearing at request of Chair: | | Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | lYesK No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic _

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name _ JS'g 'Cfr

Job Title

Address  
Street    

Phone593

City
- -

State Zip

Speaking:   fo, Da,*,,   Information Waive Speaking: IXiln Support I 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing   

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes  ] No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I I No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) j

50    If,
Bill Number (if applicable)

Name S)  

Job Title

Address pMrsd.1) Sk \£ll 
T 'k  y,r . F5  '

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

City State

Speaking: [ Jpor Against | [information

Representing

Zip

Waive Speaking:

Phoneuj j  

Email (A}

as.In Support inst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives   No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes isJo
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

i
Meeting Date

Topic J ,(* f1  t

Name

4
i 

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

// i

J o
Job Title

Address / ,   if  % lif . Phone  ;ff ¦
Street

f £ Email
f  .

I L
j >

City State Zip /, ,.  r/

Speaking:   For | [Against | |Information

!   I
¦. i*/} A It-  /,-l.

Waive Speaking:  . In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing ft A { ?  ' y

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes  K No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: LZIves [S No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting

Meeting Date

Topic  .

Name ¦  ¦ /-    .

Job Title

*     «

Address

Jr  I-  !4     » * 

Phone
Street

City
Email

, y-' HIT "1 i'  
ZlD

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Speaking: DFor   Against  information Waive Speaking: _w_ In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes I I No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do spea  may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

/l cL] GcLli-egd 
j

Job Title -   '

Address S'O-CO _S T

Speaking:

PL
State

For CZlAgainst I 1 Information
City Zip

Phone

Email

Waive Speaking: 1  Tn support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes F No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | Ives    slo

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Is
Meeting Date

Topic

Name

Z /,   ;

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address / - 

Street
-< 

' Phone

/
- / f f   -

City State Zip
E ail.   -/       .ii -  i .

Speaking:   For 1 [Against 1 1 Information Waive Speaking: 1 w ln Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing r;

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: E Ives I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name  1 / /   if l)  •  V

Job Title

Address
Street

J--  t e?- - )q l (,f
City State Zip

Speaking: [ jpor [ Against | |Information

Phone - 3l   "35'9   Mm

(J
Waive Speaking:   In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read mis information into the record.)

Representing C~ T C.

Appearing at request of Chair: I Ives l~~l No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes R No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

S
_/ it    Topic

Name

S!    ,     /- (
f   ,

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

t   /  1 * ,  ,1 /A .<»  -

Job Title

Address
Street

/ •  

7 
,   t

Phone

Email

T)T-5'KI- \d 1

City State Zip

Speaking: | | For  Against I [ Information Waive Speaking: X In Support | (Against,

(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:   ves E  No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  Yes   no
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

S6
Meeting Date

Topic  Pf) fQ        (   

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Job Title 'K   

Address / & D% i€P   * Phone 35     /3 Y
Street

l te s
City State

Email a fdfrt/ 
Zip

j>
Z 

Speaking: | | For Against | [ Information

Representing P  & 

Waive Speaking: _ lh Support l l Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Yes V No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name

Job Title „ J   T P

Address 0 ¦
Phone

Street

Email
City

Speaking: For | [Against

State

Information

Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support 1 1 Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: 1 Ives 1 Ino Lobbyist registered with Legislature:   Yes 1 Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) S3

Meeting Date Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Address ) / (a Pk ¦ 

City State

Speaking:  infann.ii.n

Zip

Phone 3b2-- LS'cf'-/S <0

Email   a  -  < S

Representing c». F  

Waive Speaking; In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Dves  No Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  Yes  No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic   frfic Pecords. . 

Name _ t-inqo} ir& 

Job Title (XMbCWj  ( [nhh  j t 
Address s PaJaf  . ft,

Street

¦

State Zip

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 3%*-) ~is)(nS'l

Speaking: For I [Against Information Waive Speaking: In Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing 3 jjsi

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes Lobbyist registered with Legislature:
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

SB Hd 
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name hx)   <     

Job Title

Address kUi llbM   uti
Street

City State

Speaking:   For dZIAgainst l l Information

Representing

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone 3 -- ( 

Zip
Email 'tu toi

Waive Speaking: Bin Support 1 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: Q Yes  U No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I I Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic </  J[T-  ,  r, ~fo hi a / >

Name
1

Job Title Mm (Scry, CAf y>cc (  et/sie )

Address    / W £-i re firu/   - Phone
Street

(s \r f   *
City

\si lit f i < /
State Zip

Email ,

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Speaking: For Against Information

Representing    c w.

Email &   / /, Cafe,

Waive Speaking: In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: E ves I l No Loobyist registered with Legislature: I Ives- C7 No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date

APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting) J/   6

Topic

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Name i 4

JobTitle t) 

Address jj  / 7    1 / , i )
Street

. \>   i Vjf klK. 
City

Phone /d j A 1 L  L W

? h/ f E ail xj *' Pf 4   C
State

Speaking: [ Jpor  Against 1 [ Information Waive Speaking:    In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read t ismformation into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair:  y es 0 o Lobbyist registered with Legislature: L ves 05 0
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to t e Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic

Name

Meeting Date

, - - -- i

\J\     v\ \ \        
i  

Job Title      

Address  d0 \  V V -
Street

City

Speaking: [ [por Against | | Information

Representing fAyStlia

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

r MMziee cj\  nn
State Zip

Email

Waive Speaking:   In Support I 1 A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: _ Yes 0 No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I Ives I Ino
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

O
Bill Number (if applicable)

Topic

Name L /  -s  . -i. I ri t*- f  

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title _ r  » ;   r f

Address I 3 / t  ft*' AJ C ¦ I       LiVt 

S§; / f"   ff
City / / State Zip

Speaking: [ For Against 1 1 Information

Phone

Email ki hZU l9il)
L /

A In Support  AqainstWaive Speaking: In Support 1 1 Against
(The Chair will read misinformation into the record.)

Representing

Appearing at request of Chair: I I Yes X No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: dives El No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. s.nm ( [C  A A\
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

0 

Topic

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone    

EmaiN

Speaking: [ Jpor Against | | Information Waive Speaking: n Support C Against
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing 0 .-p

Appearing at request of Chair:   y es r   lMo Lobbyist registered with Legislature:  y es iNo
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Address _ 9 Qlf   /   On,  Phone

t L. 3 -   Email 
City f State Zip

Speaking: I I A ainst Information

Representing

Waive Speaking:
(The Chair will read

In Support I I A ainst
formation into the record.)

Appearing at request of Chair: EZI Yes No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: Yes No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Meeting Date

Topic _  f (  -f rv Ly 

Name _ /]/((Tr

Job Title _

Address
Street

Speaking

City

: [  For Against

State

information

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Phone

Email
Zip

Waive Speaking: In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

Representing f OP C OA <0 feT?

Appearing at request of Chair: Oves No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: | Ives No

While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the pubiic record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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Meeting Date
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APPEARANCE RECORD

(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)

Topic /C \fi £>nck>
Name /jii ct r: thr Bt)

Bill Number (if applicable)

Amendment Barcode (if applicable)

Job Title

Address

i/c/ ai fe  Cin&fca fZw/L
7(p  /  inh {u&(/ Phone   l    
Street , 1 ,  

id i/1 V L 37202,  Email i& .E  )
State

Speaking: ED For  D Against I I Information

Representing  C(i )ll/

Z/p  

Waive Speaking:   In Support I I A ainst
(The Chair will read this information into the record.)

ttyi

Appearing at request of Chair: I Yes I I No Lobbyist registered with Legislature: I IYes I I No
While it is a Senate tradition to encourage public testimony, time may not permit all persons wishing to speak to be heard at this
meeting. Those who do speak may be asked to limit their remarks so that as many persons as possible can be heard.

This form is part of the public record for this meeting. S-001 (10/14/14)
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APPEARANCE RECORD
(Deliver BOTH copies of this form to the Senator or Senate Professional Staff conducting the meeting)
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THE FLORIDA SENATE
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1100 COMMITTEES:

Health Policy, Vice Chair
Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture,

Environment, and General Government
Education
Environment and Natural Resources

SENATOR LORI BERMAN
31 st District

November 19, 2019

The Honorable Bill Galvano
Senate President
409 The Capitol
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100

Dear President Galvano:

Due to the scheduling of upcoming knee surgery, I hereby request to be excused from the
December 9-13th committee week.

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this request.

Best regards,

Lori Berman

REPLY TO:
2300 High Ridge Road, Suite 161, Boynton Beach, Florida 33426 (561) 292-6014 FAX: (888) 284-6491
311 Senate Building, 404 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1100 (850) 487-5031

Senate s Website: www.flsenate.gov

BILL GALVANO
President of the Senate

DAVID SIMMONS
President Pro Tempore



CourtSmart Tag Report 
 
Room: KN 412 Case:  Type:  
Caption: Senate Health Policy Committee Judge:  
 
Started: 12/10/2019 10:01:35 AM 
Ends: 12/10/2019 11:43:12 AM Length: 01:41:38 
 
10:01:37 AM Meeting called to order 
10:01:58 AM Roll Call - Quorum is present 
10:02:59 AM Chair 
10:03:02 AM Senator Berman is excused 
10:03:13 AM Comments from Chair 
10:04:00 AM Tab 1 - SB 404 
10:04:46 AM Questions?  None 
10:05:21 AM Appearance Cards- 
10:05:52 AM SPEAKING IN SUPPORT 
10:06:52 AM Nathanel Wilcox 
10:06:57 AM Charlene Cochran 
10:06:59 AM Keith Flaugh 
10:07:03 AM Teresa Miller 
10:07:06 AM Wendy Gallegus 
10:07:09 AM Carol Lundy 
10:07:11 AM Belinda Herring 
10:07:14 AM Dr. Diane Growski 
10:07:18 AM Joanne Bulwinkle 
10:07:21 AM Janice Morrow 
10:07:23 AM Anne Oppenheimer 
10:07:33 AM Against the bill 
10:07:36 AM Carra Gross 
10:07:43 AM Stephanie Pennero 
10:07:47 AM Anthony Cannone 
10:07:50 AM Bonnie Coffee Cannone 
10:07:55 AM Greg Pound 
10:07:58 AM Gabrielle DeArmond 
10:08:07 AM Benjamin Robbins 
10:08:09 AM Trish Neely 
10:08:11 AM Gage Morgan 
10:08:14 AM Jordan Thomas 
10:08:17 AM Natalia Lopez 
10:08:23 AM Lydia Tortorici 
10:09:06 AM COMMENTS BY EACH ALTERNATING FOR and OPPOSITION 
10:09:08 AM For - Pastor Wendy Gallegus 
10:10:31 AM Opposing - Cara Gross 
10:12:40 AM For - Charlene Cochran 
10:14:27 AM Opposition - Stephanie Pinero 
10:17:03 AM For - Minister Nathanial Wilcox 
10:18:59 AM Opposition -Trish Nealy 
10:19:39 AM For -Teresa Miller 
10:21:44 AM Opposition - Anthony Cannone 
10:24:26 AM  
10:24:33 AM For - Keith Flaugh 
10:25:03 AM Opposition - Bonnie Coffee Cannone 
10:26:54 AM  
10:26:57 AM For - Joan Fulwinkle 
10:28:23 AM Opposition  - Gabrielle DeArmend waives in opposition 
10:28:44 AM For - Greg Pond 
10:30:55 AM Opposition - Benjamin Robins 
10:32:24 AM For - Carol Lundy 
10:33:18 AM Opposition - Natalie Lopez 



10:35:08 AM For - Janice Morrow 
10:37:15 AM Opposition - Gage Morgan 
10:38:32 AM For - Anne Oppenheimer 
10:39:38 AM Opposition - Jordan Thomas 
10:40:38 AM For - Dr. Diane Gowski 
10:42:49 AM Opposition - Lydia Tortorici 
10:44:37 AM For  - Melinda Herring 
10:46:06 AM  
10:47:07 AM Opposition - John Harris Maurer 
10:49:45 AM For  - Andrew Shirvell 
10:51:03 AM Opposition - Sara Adams 
10:52:38 AM For - Anna Walker Higgins 
10:54:29 AM Opposition - Yvonne Felton 
10:55:13 AM For - Vincent Mizzela 
10:56:09 AM Opposition - Hanna Faulk 
10:56:36 AM For - Bill Oppenheimer 
10:57:17 AM Opposition - Immanie Hutchinson 
11:00:17 AM Chair 
11:00:55 AM Senator Mayfield 
11:01:14 AM Continuing in opposition - Immanie Hutchinson 
11:01:56 AM Chair 
11:02:30 AM Opposition - Natalia Lopez 
11:02:55 AM Opposition -  Rachel Sabra 
11:04:26 AM For - Richard Gushta 
11:06:03 AM Opposition - Laura Bennett 
11:07:41 AM For - Minister Linda Lou Johnson 
11:10:13 AM Senator Hooper 
11:10:27 AM Motion for time certain for vote on bill 11:45 am 
11:10:38 AM Motion adopted 
11:10:45 AM Chair 
11:11:17 AM Questions on debate for members - 4 who would like to debate 
11:11:48 AM Public Testimony until 11:25 
11:11:59 AM Opposition - Joanna Carol 
11:12:38 AM For - John Stemberger 
11:15:11 AM For - Pamela Olsen 
11:16:49 AM For - Cheryl Baker 
11:18:36 AM For - Sid Boutage 
11:21:07 AM For - ? 
11:22:07 AM For - Reverand Cindy Falco 
11:24:07 AM For - Anthony Verdgo 
11:26:12 AM Chair 
11:26:27 AM Senator Bean 
11:27:24 AM Chair 
11:27:29 AM Debate 
11:27:36 AM Senator Mayfield 
11:29:35 AM Senator Book 
11:32:07 AM Senator Baxley 
11:36:29 AM Senator Bean 
11:37:06 AM Chair 
11:37:09 AM Senator Stargel to close 
11:39:58 AM Roll Call SB 404 - Favorable 
11:40:41 AM Tab 2 -SB 406 by Senator Stargel 
11:41:19 AM  
11:41:20 AM Amendment 638130 by Senator Stargel 
11:41:36 AM Questions? None 
11:41:41 AM Debate? None 
11:41:44 AM Opposition?  None 
11:41:50 AM Amendment - passed 
11:42:02 AM Waiving in support will be written into record 
11:42:15 AM Debate on Bill? None 
11:42:23 AM Senator Stargel to close 
11:42:30 AM Roll Call SB 406- Favorable 



11:42:50 AM No further business.  We are adjourned 
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